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1) Ryan was at the confectionery to buy 40 chocolates. The box had exactly

40 chocolates arrayed equally in 8 columns. How many chocolates

were in each column?

2) A 16-seater school bus has 8 seats !tted on either side of it equally in

4 rows. How many seats are laid out in each row?

3) The sticker includes 15 emoticons equally spread across 3 rows. What

is the number of columns in which the emoticons are arranged?

4) At Mrs. Barbara’s study, Larry observed 18 classic novels equally arranged

in 6 rows. How many books were in each row?

5) A tray has 8 glasses aligned in 4 columns, all columns having same

numbers each. How many glasses are in the !rst column?
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1) Ryan was at the confectionery to buy 40 chocolates. The box had exactly

40 chocolates arrayed equally in 8 columns. How many chocolates

were in each column?

2) A 16-seater school bus has 8 seats !tted on either side of it equally in

4 rows. How many seats are laid out in each row?

3) The sticker includes 15 emoticons equally spread across 3 rows. What

is the number of columns in which the emoticons are arranged?

4) At Mrs. Barbara’s study, Larry observed 18 classic novels equally arranged

in 6 rows. How many books were in each row?

5) A tray has 8 glasses aligned in 4 columns, all columns having same

numbers each. How many glasses are in the !rst column?

5 chocolates in each column

4 seats in each row

5 columns of emoticons

3 books in each row

2 glasses in �rst column
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